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Home Comforts
The Flaming Beacon brings a touch of warmth
to Kuala Lumpur’s RuMa Hotel
THE LIGHTING PRACTICE 30TH ANNIVERSARY • HOSPITALITY FOCUS • CASAMBI AWARDS
NEW PRODUCT FOCUS • WOMEN IN LIGHTING 1ST ANNIVERSARY

new product focus

LED Light Sheet
Applelec
Manufactured in the UK, Applelec’s LED
Light Sheet is a versatile backlighting unit
that delivers bright, even illumination
suitable for a variety of applications.
Featuring a slim profile of 6mm or 8mm, the
LED light panels can be employed within
retail display systems, used to create a
dramatic wall of light, or even to illuminate
surface materials such as decorative glass
and graphics. The premium panels can
be used in a diverse range of internal
and external applications, giving you the
opportunity to create truly stunning lighting
schemes.
www.applelec.co.uk

Ultima
LED Linear
The concept behind Ultima was to design
a luminaire that perfectly blends into any
architectural concept with minimal structural
impact. The use of nano-structured optics
reduces the overall footprint into a 10x13mm
form factor. It features seven crisp lighting
distributions from spot to asymmetric. A high
level of integration in any building structure
offers tremendous lighting freedom while
reducing the consumption of raw materials to
a minimum. The anti-glare louvre contributes
to make it disappear from sight by concealing
the light source and directing the light where
it is intended.
www.led-linear.com

Nest
Landa
Nest is a willow weave made by hand and
subjected to a nanoparticle paint treatment
for maximum resistance to atmospheric
agents. Designed to be placed in the
grooves of trees, with 8W LED light source,
it emits a full beam of light upwards with a
colour temperature of 3000K. Opal screen
for diffused light, Nest is available in Ø17cm
and Ø23.5cm; an IP65 protection degree
that makes it ideal for outdoor applications.
www.landa.it

Orma Range
Linea Light Group
Orma_Concentrica
includes
the
Concentrica_R models, for refined aesthetics
with two concentric luminous rings that
act as a path-marker. Orma_Micro adds a
new dimension and completes the range:
with a diameter of just 2cm, it represents
the perfect solution for anyone looking for
an uplight with path-marker function and
minimum bulk. Orma_Glass adds a touch of
elegance, concealing the flange and covering
the top with a transparent glass diffuser that
makes up a dedicated optics compartment
and aesthetically redefines the product.
www.linealight.com

Jade Colour Flow & Tunable White
CLS
The CLS Jade Colour Flow & Tunable White
is a unique lighting concept using innovative
new LED modules. Suitable for numerous
applications, from thematic environments
in museums and showrooms to shops and
other locations where functional lighting can
be combined with coloured lighting in order
to change the ambiance. Available in many
variants, with a unique control range such
as Wireless DMX and Casambi for the most
demanding projects.
www.cls-led.com

45 3sixty
Specialty Lighting Industries
Starting as a small aperture downlight, the
45 3sixty fully retracts from the ceiling,
transforming into a pendant or continues
its journey to become a mono-point spot
capable of 360° of rotation and +/-45° of tilt.
It is equipped with wireless motor control,
dynamic beam shaping from 10° to 50°
and full color RGBW and Tunable White
technology. All controlled from a single
mobile app.
www.specialtylightingindustries.com
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